
Snowstorm and Easing of Sanitary Measures; A Recipe for the Perfect 
Spring Skiing Cocktail! 

 

 
Terrebonne, March 11, 2022 – The end of the vaccination passport, ski chalets, restaurants and bars 
operating at full capacity, the return of festive après-ski, mild temperatures... the weekend promises to 
be ideal for ski and snowboard lovers. To top it all off, Mother Nature has decided to join the party with a 
generous snowfall that will sweep across the province, allowing ski resorts to offer excellent conditions 
for spring skiing and to extend the season. 
 
Starting this Saturday, March 12, spring skiing and its festivities are back; shows, entertainment, après-
ski, terraces and barbecues await outdoor enthusiasts. The easing of sanitary measures, including the 
removal of the vaccination passport requirement, will provide another breath of fresh air that will reduce 
ticket booth line-ups and improve the customer experience in ski resorts. 
 
The "fun" factor will be increased by spring’s milder weather that will allow for longer outdoor activities. 
Families will enjoy maple taffy tasting on snow, entertainment at the bottom of the slopes and, above all, 
the joy of drinking hot chocolate or sharing a glass with friends at the end of the day. 
 
Winter is far from over yet 
The big snowfall that will reach Quebec during the weekend will also grant ski resorts to offer excellent 
snow conditions until the end of the season. The pleasures of skiing will last at least until Easter for most 
of the resorts. Ski and snowboard fans can visit maneige.ski to find out which area has received the most 
snow accumulation across the province and chose their destination. Currently, the region holding the 
record for having the most snow on its ski resorts is Saguenay-Lac-Saint-Jean showing more than 7 meters 
of snow. Will the new snowstorm forecast allow the region to keep its first place, or will it be overtaken 
by the Eastern Quebec regions?  
 
Lifting of most sanitary measures 
Some basic sanitary measures remain in effect, as shown in the sanitary measures grid updated by the 
ASSQ. Skiers are also invited to book their tickets in advance (on the Boutique Maneige or on the ski areas' 
websites). 
 
About the Quebec Ski Areas Association and the industry 
Founded in 1979, the ASSQ is a non-profit organization grouping together Quebec’s ski areas. Its mission 
is to promote and defend the interests of the ski areas, to foster the development of the next generation, 
and to support the industry to offer skiers and snowboarders memorable experiences. Skiing and 
snowboarding is practiced by about 1.4 million Quebecers.  
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Photo : Spring après-skiing amongst friends. Crédit : Mathieu Dupuis/ASSQ 
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